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mowing height, nitrogen rate and source effects on ... - the pleasure frank dobie took in grass. speech
presented at texas a&m university, college station. 2 bermudagrass (cynodon dactylon l.) has been called the
turfgrass of the south. it is found in over one hundred countries throughout the tropical and subtropical areas
of aspen: blazon of the high country by ann zwinger (review) - “the pleasure frank dobie took in grass”
is notwhatyou think. the title is as down to earth as “the folksong scholarship of dorothy scarborough.” the
funniest writers in texas are here: paul patterson, robert flynn, and joyce roach. other writers, from the field
and the library, illustrate chaucer’s “infi the bounty of texas ed. by francis edward abernethy (review) from texas folklorists is more interesting than yet another defense of dobie against the petulant, pre-lonesome
dove author, larry mcmurtry. “the pleasure frank dobie took in grass” is notwhatyou think. the title is as down
to earth as “the folksong scholarship of dorothy scarborough.” the the spanish mustang and the long way
home - houston history - frank dobie, who spent years researching the mustangs and is credited with the
best chronicles of the horses ever written, estimated that, at their ... men who took their ranges. my chief
pleasure has been in telling the tales, legendary as well as factual, of mustangs and of rides ... the spanish
mustang and the long way home the van robinson fine press book collection a century of ... - a note on
the collection by donor van robinson . the collection started with fine press editions of the greek classics. j.
frank dobie in guide to life and literature of the southwest says "i think it is more important that a dweller in
the southwest read the trial and death of socrates than all the books extant on killings by billy the kid.”
special edition - texasdeafed - such as frank dobie. before i knew it, he drove to deaf smith county and
came back angry that someone destroyed a historical marker he searched for. thus, his literary curiosity and
imagination whetted his appetite. he took off on a 30+ year journey crisscrossing texas. he interviewed
cleburne huston, a noted deaf smith biographer. dr. volume 11|issue 2 article 13 10-1973 book reviews put together in a balanced sampling oftexana preserved by such oldtimers as j. frank dobie and mody
boatright, and by comers such as joyce roach and sarah greene. if this is the kind ofwriting you like, don'tbegin
the book until you can spare a couple of hours for pleasure, because you won'treadfar hefore you are caught
up in recollections creation myths and legends of the creek indians - creation myths and legends of the
creek indians. ... creation myths and legends of the creek indians bill grantham university press of florida ...
ited by j. frank dobie and mody c. boatright, texas folklore society publications no. 13: g. t. bludworth, “how
the alabamas came turf tough. turf tender. - archivebu - hiers, bob rehberg, paul frank, dan jones, frank
dobie, max brown, gregor and bruce jamieson, bill gamble, buford creech, clayton estes, kevin leo, john foy
and so many others. i can call any of these people any time of day and they would help me with anything. this
is what makes this industry so great. "i remember calling tim hiers one day. hudson's bay company coat of
arms the hudson's bay company - enced by]. frank dobie's coronado's children, possibly the best book ever
written on southwest ern mines and treasure lore. over the years, sim mons, while writing mostly scholarly
works, kept a file on mysterious gold and silver yarns. finally, he accumulated enough ofthem to write a book.
common to almost all these stories is a familiar american the 147th international american watercolor
... - summer 2014 4 the 147th international american watercolor exhibition and annual opening by jim
camann, aws after the closing of the 146th annual exhibition the salmagundi club entered into contracts to
refurbish and update the upstairs exhibition hall. 'a new world': philosophical idealism in america - "'a
new world': philosophical idealism in america"1 lecture i (draft. please do not quote without permission.) ... it
took me some time to settle on a topic so far removed from ... frank dobie was at cambridge and lectured, i've
always understood, on texas longhorn cattle (not english longhorn cattle, but texas
american science invention a pictorial history wilson ,american scene varieties history volume 1 ,american
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